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Abstract

Conventional methods of programming microcontrollers using textual languages are

hard to learn and are daunting to novice programmers seeking to learn microcontroller

programming. Visual languages have always been regarded as a useful tool in helping

non-programmers and novice-programmers to write programs. However there have been

limited attempts at creating a visual language for microcontroller systems and there isn't

a visual language for microcontrollers that is flexible and easy to use. This thesis presents

a way of addressing the issue by creating a low level visual programming language for

microcontroller systems. The low level visual programming language aims to alleviate

the problem by using a fine grained language to improved flexibility and providing an

integrated visual language environment in which users can focus on writing programs

and solving problems.

A visual language environment called CoreChart was developed for this purpose.

CoreChart aims to simplify the process of programming microcontrollers by providing

users with a tool to construct assembly programs visually. The visual language will

utilize flow chart diagramming techniques to present users with a more meaningful view

of the program. This allows users to focus on writing programs to solve problems, rather

than on the rules and syntax of the language. The procedure of programming

microcontrollers is further simplified by automating the task of compiling the program

and downloading the program into the microcontroller. A survey was conducted on

university and high school students to evaluate the effectiveness of CoreChart.
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l lntroduction

1.1 Background

Microcontrollers have been extensively used throughout the human society in an

attempt to improve our way of life. Due to the decreasing price of electronic

components, even simple consumer products can include a microcontroller to realize

particular features. This has driven up the competition between equipment

manufacturers to differentiate their products from others by providing enhanced

functionality while maintaining or reducing cost. To address these requirements,

manufacturers use integrated circuit-based embedded control systems. These

embedded systems enable manufacturers to differentiate their products, replace less

effrcient electromechanical control devices, add product functionality, and significantly

reduce product costs [1]. Each embedded system has a software part running on the

microcontroller and a hardware part consisting of mechanical and electronic

components. One of the common examples is the microwave oven with a digital display.

In this example, a microcontroller is used to process user inputs from the touch buttons

on the front panel of the microwave, then display a response on the LCD screen and

execute the relevant operation. Other appliances with embedded microcontrollers

include televisions, fridges, hi-fi systems, remote controls etc.

1.2 Programming m¡crocontrollers

Microcontrollers in embedded systems are essentially a slimmed down computer with

built in program and data memory input/output ports, and some additional peripherals.

As with all computer systems, they require software to operate. The software that the

embedded system understands is machine code. The machine code is a low level

programming language that is heavily influenced by the basic architecture of the

microcontroller [2]. Machine codes are normally phrased in such away that facilitates

the translation and execution of the code by the microcontroller, which is very different

from the languages human use. This makes it difficult for human to understand the code,

and it is even more diff,rcult to write a program using this language.

Assembly language is a rudimentary attempt to display the machine code in a more

human readable form. Each assembly language statement corresponds to one machine
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language statement. Nevertheless, programming microcontrollers using assembly

language is still a time consuming task. Novice programmers who wish to learn

microcontroller programming face a steep learning curve as they first need to

familiarize themselves with the cryptic syntax of the assembly instruction set used by

microcontrollers.

1.3 Programming Languages

Higher level programming languages which more closely resemble human spoken

language were introduced in an attempt to simplify the task of programming. This

attempt has proved successful and has enabled widespread proliferation of

microcontrollers into our society.

A language translator is normally used to translate the higher level programming

language into low level assembly language or machine code. High-level languages

have a number of advantages over machine code and assembly language. Mainly, they

allow the programmer to use a notation that is more in tune with problem solving; thus,

allowing the programmer to concentrate more on solving problems, Programming

languages can also be classed into textual programming languages and visual

programming languages. Currently, textual programming languages have been

extensively used in programming embedded systems through out the industry and at

home by amateurs.

1.3.1 High Level Language Translators

These higher level languages rely on a translator to convert the language into machine

readable code. There are generally two types of translators: interpreters and compilers

t3l .

1.3.1.1 lnterpreters

An interpreter is a higher level language translator that converts high-level languages to

machine code. The interpreter itself is a program that resides in the computer. It

executes a higher level language program by reading each language statement one at a

time, translating it and executing the resulting machine code. The advantage of using

interpreters is that programs can be written interactively. Codes can be tested out

immediately and be built upon step by step until the final product is achieved. The
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downside to this is that a portion of the processor cycle is used for the real time

translation of the language into machine code. There is also no optimization routine

built into the interpreter. Every line is translated before executing, no matter how many

times it has done this before. This degrades the performance of the system. Furthermore,

an interpreter is a piece of software that resides in the program memory. This increases

the total memory requirement of the embedded system.

1.3.1.2 Compilers

A compiler is a high-level language translator that relies on a host machine (like a

desktop PC) to translate a high-level language to machine code. The machine code is

then downloaded to the microcontroller program memory. This wãy, the

microcontroller executes the program directly in machine code in fuIl speed without a

need for translation. Unlike interpreters, programs cannot be written interactively.

1.3.2 Types of Programm¡ng Languages

C and BASIC are two of the most common textual programming languages used to

program microcontrollers [a]. They have the advantage of using a more human

comprehensible code than assembly language or machine language, being easier to

master, and allowing construction of more complex algorithms in programs more easily.

BASIC, which stands for Beginners All Purpose Symbolic Code is typically used by

amateurs and novice programmers due to its easy to learn syntax and its comprehensive

set of function libraries. However, BASIC also has the reputation of being slow and

inefficient. This may be the price for improved usability. C is more commonly used by

the industry as it is more flexible and efficient, but C uses a more obscure syntax and

many people find it difflrcult to leam and master. FORTH is a stack based programming

language which is less commonly used as it is much harder to leam and master.

However, it is a very efficient language and can be easily translated to machine code.

This makes it a suitable language for interpreters as it requires less processor cycles to

translate to machine code.

Nevertheless, every programming language still requires time to learn and may prove

daunting to some beginners. Furthermore, the efficiency of the generated machine code

heavily depends on the efficiency of the translator. This may be important when dealing

with large and complex programs where the hardware limits of the microcontroller
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dictate the maximum size of the program and its ability to process data at an acceptable

speed. Finally, programmers will face difficulty when writing timing critical

applications where one is required to get a precise count of program instruction cycles

for some real time control applications.

Visual Programming Languages (VPL) express programs in a visual form using

graphics and arrows. Visual Programming Languages often utilíze some form of flow

diagram to represent the instruction flow in a program, or the flow of data through a

system. Visual Programming Languages are relatively new in embedded systems

programming and there has not been any widely known visual programming language

for embedded microcontroller systems. One limited application example of visual

programming languages on embedded microcontroller systems is the Lego

Programmable Brick [5], developed by the MIT Media Laboratory in conjunction with

Lego. The Programmable Brick uses an 8-bit 68HC11 microcontroller embedded in a

Lego brick [2], with six input ports for attachment to sensors and four output ports to

drive devices like motors, buzzers or lights. A Visual Language called LogoBlocks is

used to program the Programmable Brick. It is a graphical variant of the popular Logo,

a beginners programming language. LogoBlocks allows children to construct a

program by pushing blocks which represent pieces of a program around the screen [6].

This system has proven to be very robust and easy to learn for novice programmers and

children as it eliminates syntax problems. However, LogoBlocks is a highly specialized

visual programming language written specifically for the Programmable Brick and is

targeted for use by children. This limits the usability of the visual language as a more

professional programming tool.
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1.4 Visual Language for Embedded Systems

Currently, there is a lack of a proper visual programming language for embedded

microcontroller systems. Most of the programming tasks in microcontrollers are

accomplished by textual programming languages. Nearly all textual languages have a

complex set of rules and syntax that define the language itself. Novice programmers

often find the rules and syntax of a language confusing and difhcult to learn.

This thesis aims to produce a functional low level Visual Programming Language for

microcontroller systems. The Visual Programming Language will allow the

programmers to focus on the goal of problem solving, rather than meddling with the

rules and syntax of the language itself. It accomplishes this goal by using graphical

symbols or icons to replace the textual syntax used in assembly language.

The VPL will also need to address several issues. First, it must be easy to learn. This

requires the language to have a user friendly visual language editor and the graphical

symbols used to represent the program must be easily comprehensible. Second, the

VPL has to be flexible enough to implement all of the functions of the microcontroller

to allow for more advanced programming by the user. Third, the language needs to have

some form of portability across different microcontroller models that share the same

instruction set. This is essential because microcontroller manufacturers tend to release

newer versions and have variations of their microcontrollers to enhance its

functionality and cater for the diverse needs of the market. Most of the different

variations of the microcontrollers use identical architectures and instruction sets, but

have different memory sizes and peripherals. The VPL should be able to generate code

for different microcontroller models that use the same architecture and instruction set.

Fourth, the language must be efficient to be of practical use, as microcontrollers tend to

have limited memory and processing power.

This thesis will investigate the practical application of the designed VPL by conducting

an experiment to compare the effectiveness of the language against other methods of

programming.
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1.5 Target microcontroller system

A target microcontroller system needs to be chosen as microcontroller architectures

vary from one manufacture to another and also between different microcontroller

families from a manufacturer. Furthennore, different microcontrollers have diverse

features and capabilities. It would be time consuming to create a generic visual

programming language that caters for all types of microcontrollers since each

microcontroller type would need a translator written specifically for it. Hence, for this

thesis, a particular microcontroller family was chosen such that the focus of the

research can be placed on design of the visual programming language. Selection of the

target microcontroller was based on the following criteria: popularity, cost, availability,

ease of use, and features/functions.

Popularity of the microcontroller is determined by the market share. This is again

divided into the market share between types of microcontrollers manufactured by

different manufacturers and the different architecture types. Some of the major

microcontroller manufacturers include Motorola, Microchip, NEC, Hitachi etc. and

they produce microcontrollers with architectures ranging from 4-bit to 32-bit. 4-bit

microcontrollers are inexpensive but lack the minimum performance and features

required for many applications; 16 and 32-bit microcontrollers are more powerful but

relatively more expensive. *

The mid-range 8-bit PIC microcontroller manufactured by Microchip was selected for

its wide availability, low cost and adequate performance. There are many different

mid-range PIC microcontroller models available, each with different memory size and

peripherals. However, the different models share the same architecture and use the

same instruction set. Hence, switching from one microcontroller to another only

involves change in memory size and peripherals. This enables the creation of a VPL

that can targefall mid-range PIC microcontrollers with no change to the language itself.
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1.6 Architecture of the PIG microcontrollerl
A deeper understanding of the microcontroller is necessary as the VPL will be designed

in such a way that the user is able to access all of the microcontroller's features and

functions. This section contains a brief introduction on the architecture of the

mid-range PIC microcontroller.

1.6.1 HarvardArchitecture

13 Data Bus I

Program
Bus

14

3

OSCl/CLKIN
OSC2/CLKOUT

M-ffi' vDD, vss

Program Counter

8-Level Stack
(13-b¡r)

FLASH

Program
Memory RA|\il

Flle
Reglsters

Addr MUX
lnstruclion

RAM Addr (1)

Dlrect Adclr 7

I

lndlrect
Addr

FSR

MUX

ALU

lnstruction
Decode &

Control

W reg
Tlming

Generatlon

Power-up
Tlmer

Oscillator
Startup Tlmêr

Poweron
Reset

Watchdog
Tlmer

Brown{ut
Detect

Lorv-voltage
Programming

Figure 1.1: Simplified block diagram of a PIC microcontroller

The PIC microcontrollers use Harvard architecture in which the program memory and

data memory are separate memories accessed from separate buses. This allows for

program memory and data memory to be sized differently. To execute an instruction,

I Information obtained from PlCmicro MID-RANGE MCU FAMILY DataSheet [26]
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the instruction and data is fetched in a single cycle. While the program memory is

being accessed, the data memory is on an independent bus and can be read and written

These separated buses allow one instruction to execute while the next instruction is

fetched. A simplified block diagram of the PIC microcontroller is shown in Figure 1 .1.

Harvard architecture allows for instructions and data to be sized differently, making it

possible to have instructions encoded as single words. In the mid-range PIC

microcontroller, single word instructions are l4-bits wide. The program memory access

bus fetches instructions in a single cycle and these are executed in the next cycle. In a

typical Von Neumann architecture, most instructions are multi-byte. In general, an

instruction will need to be fetched from memory using multiple cycles.

1.6.2 Two-Stage Pipeline

The PIC microcontroller has a two-stage instruction pipeline which overlaps the fetch

and execution of instructions. The fetch of the instruction takes one cycle, while the

execution takes another cycle. However, due to the overlap of the fetch of current

instruction and execution of the previous instruction, an instruction is fetched and

another instruction is executed every single cycle. Hence most instructions are

executed in a single cycle except for two branch instructions which each take two

cycles.

1.6.3 Reduced lnstruction Set

The PIC microcontroller uses a reduced instruction set architecture which only

contains 35 instructions. This is achieved by using symmetric instructions where it is

possible to carry out any operation on any register using any addressing mode. This

symmetrical nature allows for simple programming.

1.6.4 Limitations of the arch¡tecture

The architecture used by mid-range PIC microcontrollers does have some limitations.

This is due to the limited I4-bit wide instruction word. As indicated in Figure l.2,the

instruction opcode typically takes up 3-6 bits, this leaves 8-11 bits available for data

and memory address. This sets an upper limit on the addressable data memory to 128

locations (indicated by the file register address) and program memory to 2048

locations (by the CALL and GOTO instructions). This issue is addressable by
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orgaîiziîg the data memory into different banks and using a bank select register to

switch between active banks. The program memory is also organized into pages anda

register (PCLATH) is used to address the upper 5-bits of the 13-bit program counter.

This introduces additional complexity when writing programs for the microcontroller

and must be considered when designing the visual language. Only higher end models

of the mid-range PIC microcontroller family have more than 128 bytes data memory

and more than2048lines of program memory.

Byte-orlented file register operations
13

d = 0 for destination W
d = 1 for destination f
1 = 7-bit file register address

Blt-orlented file register operations
13 109 76

b = 3-bit bit address
f = 7-bit file register address

Llteral and control operations

General
'1387

k = 6-bit immediate value

C'ALL and coTo instructlons only
'f3 11 10

k = 11-bit immediate value

Figure 1.2: General format for 14-bit instructions [26]

I7 6 0

0

0

0

OPCODE d f (FrLE #)

OPCODE b (Brr #) f (FrLE #)

OPCODE k (literal)

OPCODE k (literal)
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RP1 RPO 6 from opcode 0

bank select location select

e
00 01 10 11

OTFFh
0800h

OFFFh
1 000h

17FFh
'1800h

1 FFFh

7Fh

BankO Bankl Bank2 Bank3

Figure 1.3: Addressing data memory using bank select register [26]

PC<12:0>

CALL, RETURN
RETFIE, RETLW

0000h

4K

0004h
0005h

Data
Memory

On-chip Program
Memory (Page 0)

8K On+hip Program
Memory (Page 1)

On-chip Program
Memory (Page 2)

On-chip Program
Memory (Page 3)

7Fh

PCLATH

PC<12:8> PCL

Stack Level 'l

Stack Level 8

Reset Vector

a
a

lnterrupt Vector

Figure 1.4: Program memory organizatioî1261
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2 Visual Programming Languages (VPL)

2.1 Definitions and lntroduction
There have been many diverse definitions of visual programming languages as different

people adopted the term to describe their own concepts. For example, in recent years,

the term 'Visual Language' is popularly used to describe a conventional textual

language which has a V/YSilVYG (What You See Is What You Get) Graphical User

Interface design tool attached. Examples of this kind of language would be Borland

Delphi, Microsoft Visual Basic & Visual C++. A more proper definition of VPL is a

language which uses some graphical representations (in addition to or in place of words

and numbers) to accomplish what would otherwise have to be written in a traditional

textual programming language [8]. This definition does not impose restrictions on the

type of data or information. Rather, the only limitation is that the language itself must

have some meaningful visual representations as a means of programming. Programs

written using VPLs are constructed in the traditional sense of programming [9].

However, the language primitives are: icons, lines, alrows, boxes, etc. In the

conventional sense, these languages also have well defined syntax and semantics.

2.1.1 Problem Domain

An important issue in the visual language area is that of the size of a visual language's

problem domain. Many visual languages have been written with a particular problem in

mind, for example, many so-called "FSA(Finite State Automata)languages" have been

written to target a specific problem. On the other hand some other visual languages

have been created that try to be capable of solving much more general programming

problems. One such example is Prograph and Prograph CPX [10]. The general

consensus in the visual language community is that visual languages will be most

successful in the case of special purpose languages [11] where the target audience

andlor the target platform is well defined.

2.1.2 Granularity

In some ways related to the idea of problem domain is the idea of the granularity of a

visual language. In a fine grained visual language, the elements of the language

represent a small number of steps on the underlying computer or interpreter. In a coarse
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grained visual language, on the other hand, a single element of the language can

represent a large number of steps on the underlying computer or interpreter. In a fine

grained language, programmers can have more control over the underlying hardware

the code is supposed to run on and it provides more flexibility to the programmer. The

downside is it requires more programming elements to accomplish the task. This

increases the complexity of the program. For a coarse grained language, fewer program

elements are needed for the same task. However, this also reduces the control the

programmer has on the hardware and also the programming language is less flexible.

2.1.3 Language Levels

Just as textual programming languages can be classified according to their level of

abstraction, visual languages can be classified as well. The concept of abstraction, in

terms of computer languages can be defined as "the process by which the essential

properties required for the solution of a problem are extracted while hiding the details

of the implementation of the solution from the programmer" [12]. There is no single

definition of the level of abstraction of a language; however V/att [13] tells us that a

high-level programming language is "a language that is more or less machine

independent". Table 2.1 lists out some examples of visual languages with different level

of abstraction. Currently, there have not been any known attempts at creating a

low-level visual language. The LogoBlocks visual programming language mentioned

in Chapter 1 which was used to program an embedded microcontroller system exhibits

the characteristics of a very-high level visual language, as the user has no control over

the creation of variables and all of the lower level functions are hidden from the user.

However, LogoBlocks only supports a specific platform. This conflicts with the

previous definition by Watt. One possible explanation to this contradiction is that the

language (LogoBlocks) itself is flexible and can be implemented on other platforms,

but currently only one platform exists. Other high level languages like C/C++ are

portable across different platforms, provided that a compiler is available. The same can

be applied to LogoBlocks.
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Table 2.I Languase Levels

Level Instructions Memory Handling Textual
examples

Visual
Examples

Low Level
Languages

Machine-like
instructions

direct memory access
and allocation

assembly
language

High
Level
Language

expressrons
and explicit
flow of
control

memory access and
allocation through
operators

FORTRAN,
Pascal, C

Cantata,
Prograph

Very-High
Level
Languages

fully abstract
machine

hidden memory access
and automatic
allocation

Prolog,
Miranda

Cube
LogoBlocks

2.2 The benefits of visual programming

Conventional textual programming is a mature discipline with many advocates. Textual

programming boasts both stable design tools as well as advanced programming

environments which include various program and data visualization tools. The question

which must therefore be asked is what advantage there is in using a visual programming

language system.

There are a number of advantages to be gained when programming using a visual

language as opposed to a textual one. Just as high-level languages can be more tuned

toward problem solving; visual languages can be more expressive than textual ones.

This means that the appearance of the program can more easily reflect the

programmer's understanding of the problem to be solved. Generally, visual languages

are able to provide programmers or users with a better understanding of what the

program can do and how it works [14] [15]. This is accomplished by presenting the

program in a visual notation that is more easily understood by the programmer. The

advantages of visual notations of programs over textual notations include [8]:

. Visual languages can convey more meaning in a more concise unit of

expression

o Visual languages can help understanding and remembering

. Visual languages can make programming more interesting

o The human mind is visually oriented

Furthermore, visual languages can also eliminate the need to remember program syntax

in textual languages, and better visualize the pathways that the program is following.
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2.3 The uses of visual languages

Visual languages have been used for a wide variety of applications. These applications

can be loosely organized into three categories, depending on the target audience of the

visual language.

. Visual language can be used by people who have no experience in conventional

(textual) programming.

o Visual language can be used to assist people in learning textual programming.

o Visual language can be used by experienced programmers.

The problem domain of the visual language dictates the possible users of that language.

There are many visual languages that are accessible to both experienced programmers

and non-programmers, but these languages usually have a small problem domain. On

the other hand, it is quite difficult to design a language which has a large problem

domain and yet is accessible to non-programmers.

Visual languages are often found to be used as a tool to assist people to learn textual

programming or being learned by non-programmers as these groups of people will

often find the Visual language more intuitive and easy to leam. In these (usually, but not

necessarily) limited problem domain visual languages, there are usually fewer

graphical symbols involved. Users will be able to recognize the different graphical

elements more easily and the method of combining the visual elements to form a

program can be easily explained.

Visual languages do not exclude the use of text in program definitions. Possible uses

of text in a visual language are for naming objects, for expressing mathematical

formulas, or for commenting programs. Therefore, another possible use for visual

languages is as an add-on for a conventional textual language. By integrating a visual

and a textual language, the particular advantages of each can be utilised to overcome

some disadvantage of either. A detailed examination of this can be found in [16], but

in general this technique consists of the visual program being converted into a textual

equivalent and being integrated (or perhaps reintegrated) with a textual program

which can then be dealt with normally. The ability to convert visual programs into its

textual equivalent will also aid users in learning textual programming and provide
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more experienced programmers a way to fine tune the program.

Visual programming languages provide new ways of expressing computation which

can be of interest to experienced programmers. Also, attributing particular graphical

characteristics such as texture colour and shape to corresponding program structures

can help novice programmers recognise different elements of a program.

2.4 Problems associated w¡th visual languages.

One of the most common and widely publicized problems is the screen space problem

This problem is widely referred to in visual language literature, for example, ll7l.
Simply stated, it means, "The problem with visual languages is that you cannot have

more than 50 visual primitives on the screen at one time". This problem would be

more evident when designing visual languages for low level programming languages

as more icons would be needed to accomplish a task. One workaround for this

problem is to use subroutines or macros to reduce the number of icons on a screen.

Another criticism directed towards visual languages by people with little expenence

in the area is that "naming is easier than drawing new icons". The truth of this

criticism often depends upon the programmer in question and the program being

written. Although it is probably true that naming is almost always quicker than

drawing new icons. The easy way for a visual language to overcome this criticism is

for it to allow named icons to be used in the place of drawn ones if necessary.

There are also performance issues with visual programs, namely program input speed.

Experienced programmers often find they can type (using a keyboard) a textual

program faster than they can construct (using a mouse) a visual program. This

problem can be offset by a number of factors, firstly, visual programs are easier to

understand which makes it easier for a programmer to both understand his own code

and to understand somebody else's code. Visual programs can also be easier to debug

because it can be more immediately clear to the programmer what the program is

doing. Also, a good GUI (Graphical User Interface) for a visual programming

language will minimize any slowdown caused by using a graphical editor.
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Lastly, is the issue of portability in visual programming languages. In most cases,

visual languages were designed with a single problem area in mind and are usually

targeted at specific platforms or applications. The advantage of expressing the problem

visually comes at the cost of less abstraction. This results in reduced portability of the

program across different platforms.
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3 Design Gonsiderations

3.1 lntroduction
This part of the thesis will focus on the design requirements of a low level visual

programming language for mid-range PIC microcontrollers. Unlike high-level

languages, low level languages almost always have specific target platforms where the

hardware architecture of the microcontroller has a significant influence on the low level

language. It is possible to have a more generic low level language that would be

portable across different architectures. However, this would also mean that special

features of a particular architecture or microcontroller model may not be accessible as

the language would no longer be generic if it is to support certain special features found

only on particular microcontroller models or architectures. The work on the current

research will mainly focus on creating a visual language that is specific to the mid range

PIC microcontroller which uses a 14-bit instruction set. However, some effort has been

made to ensure the visual language can be adapted to other microcontrollers without

significant changes to the structure and grammar of the visual language.

There are a number of issues to be examined when designing a VPL. These include the

syntax of the visual language, the visual language editor, the interface with the

microcontroller system, and the execution of the visual program. These issues make up

different portions of a completed visual language environment and are interrelated and

play an important role in the successful design of a visual programming language.
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3.2 Syntax of VPL

According to Ben-ari [18], "the syntax of a programming language is a set of rules that

define what sequences of symbols are considered to be valid expressions in the

language." The same definition applies to visual languages. There are a number of

different ways of specifying the syntax of a visual language; the most common method

is to use a syntax which is an extension of the syntax for conventional texfual languages

[1e].

The syntax of the VPL is designed to bear close resemblance to its textual equivalent.

This is accomplished by using a fine grained language where each symbol or icon in the

visual language translates to a single instruction in assembly language. As a fine

grained language, it has the advantage of straightforward translation into its textual

equivalent, and also from a textual language into its visual equivalent. It also provides

unprecedented flexibility to the user as it is essentially a textual language with a visual

shell. However, as with all fine grained languages, it is less suitable to construct

complex and large programs. This is well suited for its target platform of 8-bit

microcontrollers which has limited memory and processing power.

Syntax checking in visual languages is usually implemented graphically and

dynamically through the use of a structured visual language editor. The editor uses

specif,rc rules on the placement of graphical symbols and the graphical objects used

within the editor have a set of properties that can be configured with minimum

subjective input.
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3.3 Usage of an appropriate metaphor

A metaphor is a familiar analogy for how the programming system works. When the

metaphor is good, users can infer how the programming works by referring to their

existing knowledge and expectations about how the modeled system works; otherwise

they might be required to leam a collection of rules that seem arbitrary.In order to

maximize this transfer of knowledge, the metaphor should be based on and

conceptually close to a concrete real-world system that is widely known by the user

audience [20]. Studies by Mayer have shown that using familiar metaphors allows users

to apply their knowledge and experience on the metaphors to aid them in understanding

the programming language l2Ll. Frequently a pictorial representation of how a system

will work is easier to understand than a lengtþ amount of text.

The flowchart diagramming technique that was often used to describe pseudo code is a

logical metaphor to be used for the VPL. A flow chart is defined as a pictorial

representation describing a process being studied or in this case it describes the

behavior of a program. Flow charts tend to provide people with a common language or

reference point when dealing with a process or a program. It represents a familiar model

of visual notation where users can infer how the programming system works by

referring to their existing knowledge and expectations on flowcharts. 'Work by Scanlan

122] indicated that flowcharts had a signif,rcant advantage for the time needed to

comprehend an algorithm. These effects were observed in simple cases as well as in

complex ones. Studies of programming students by Vessey and V/eber l23l and by

Cunniff and Taylor [24] showed similar results.
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3.4 lmplementation of VPL

The flowchart methodology was used as the basis for the visual programming

language because it presents a familiar model for programmers to work on.

Nonetheless, flowcharts are mainly suited towards less complex programs. As the

program becomes big and complex, a flowchart becomes less effective. This is a

problem that will be inherited by the VPL and will need to be addressed. Since the

current scope of the research is to provide a tool for novices to program

microcontrollers, the flowchart implementation is expected to be advantageous in this

case.

The flowchart technique has a wide range of application in diverse flrelds. Each serves

different purposes and is used for different applications. The one that this VPL will be

based on is a flowchart technique that is commonly used to visualize assembly

programs.

Figure 3.1 shows a typical flowchart diagram used to visualize an assembly program.

As seen in the hgure, each icon in the flowchart diagram uses a specif,rc shape which

was specified in the ANSI standards to represent its primary function. Oval shapes

represent start and termination. Parallelograms are used to represent data (in this case,

assignment of values to variables). Rectangle shapes represent processing of data, and

diamond shapes are used to represent

decision making process. Typically, each

flowchart symbol can represent one or

more assembly instructions. However, in

order to use the flowchart as a visual

language, each flowchart symbol must

have a well defined function that can be

easily translated into its assembly language

equivalent. This begins by organizing the

assembly instructions into groups

according to their functions, and assigning

an appropriate flowchart symbol to the

grouped instructions.

STAR

A:0

A:At 1

END

Y

Figure 3.1 : A typical flowchart diagram
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Table 3.3 lists the entire mid-rage PIC microcontroller instruction set, organized into

groups according to the operations they perform. The f,rrst group of instructions

performs data assignment operations and mainly deals with assigning values to

memory locations. The second and third group performs data processing operations,

while the fourth group contains decision operators. This is followed by branch

operations, subroutine operations and special operations. The visual language will

úilize additional symbols as the conventional flowchart symbols used to visualize

assembly programs do not provide enough variety. The symbols were carefully selected

such that they are easily distinguishable from each other. The distinction between the

symbols is reinforced by using different colors for different symbols. It is important to

have clear distinctions between different symbols to avoid confusion and

misinterpretation. "If objects look alike, kids would expect them to behave alike" [25]

Table 3.2 shows all symbols used in the visual language.

Table 3.2: Flowchart symbols and its relative meaning

Assignment - use to assign a value to a variable.

Calculate - contains arithmetic and logical data processing operations
on variables or values.

TextBox - used to place comments or additional assembly instructions
or assembler directives that were not supported in the visual language.

Decision - Skips/executes next symbol based on outcome of preset
conditions.

Decision with counter - Increments/Decrements a counter, skips next
symbol when counter is zero.

Goto - unconditional branch to a predefined position (indicated by
label, or subroutine name)

Label - used as a target destination for Goto operation

Call - calls a subroutine.

Timing - used for special operations.

Start/End indicator - used to indicate start and end of a subroutine
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Data Assignment Operations

CLRF

CLRW

MOVF

MOVWF

f

f,d
f
k

Clear f
Clear W
Move f
Move Vy' to f
Move literal to W

Data Processing Operations

ADDLV/

ANDLW

ADDV/F

ANDWF

COMF

DECF

INCF

IORLV/

IORWF

RLF

RRF

SUBLW

SUBWF

SV/APF

XORLV/

XORWF

k
k
f,d
f,d
f,d
f,d
f,d
k
f,d
f,d
td
k
f,d
f,d
k
f,d

Add literal and W

AND literal with W

Add W and f
AND W with f
Complement f
Decrement f
Increment f
Inclusive OR literal with W
Inclusive OR W with f
Rotate Left f through Carry

Rotate Right f through Carry

Subtract V/ from literal

Subtract W from f
Swap nibbles in f
Exclusive OR literal with W
Exclusive ORW with f

Bit-oriented data processing Operations

BCF

BSF

f,b
f,b

Bit Clear f
Bit Set f

Decision Operations

DECFSZ

INCFSZ

BTFSC

BTFSS

d

d

b

b

t
f,

f,

t

Decrement f, Skip if 0
Increment f, Skip if 0

Bit Test f, Skip if Clear

Bit Test f, Skip if Set

Branch Operations

GOTO k Go to address

Subroutine Operations

k

k

CALL
RETFIE

RETLW

RETURN

Call subroutine

Retum from intemrpt

Retum with literal in V/

Return from Subroutine

Special Operations

CLRWDT

NOP

SLEEP

Clear Watchdog Timer

No Operation

Go into standby mode

Table 3.3 Mid-Range PIC Family instruction set [26]

7-bit register address
0 for destination W, 1 for destination f
3-bit bit address
8-bit literal value (11-bit for CALL & GOTO)

f:
d:
b:
k
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3.5 Visual Language Environment

A visual language environment is collection of different components which allow the

easy editing, syntax checking and, running of visual programs. In contrast with

conventional textual language environments, the level of interconnection between the

different parts of the environment is usually relatively high. In a textual language, a

program can ordinarily be written in the editor for one environment, syntax checked

and compiled using a compiler from a different environment and, perhaps executed or

interpreted in a different environment. Visual languages however, are frequently

environment specific, that is, a visual language editor can only edit a single visual

language, the syntax checker and compiler can only deal with one language, and, the

execution process is restricted to a single language.

There are a number of issues that must be addressed when designing a visual language

environment for a low level VPL, notably, the user interface of the environment. The

visual language environment must provide users with a comfortable and intuitive

interface so that users spend less time leaming to use the interface and more time on

constructing programs and solving problems. Hence, the development of the visual

language environment is mainly focused on the user interface. Due to the limited time

available for development, the visual language environment will employ the use of a

language translator (instead of a compiler) to translate the visual language into its

textual equivalent (assembly language), then use a third party assembler to assemble it

into a binary machine code file. This way, syntax checking and error detection is

handled by the third party assembler and error messages, if any will be parsed in by

the visual language environment and displayed to the user. By doing so, the

development time for the visual language environment can be greatly reduced and yet

the visual language environment is able to support a wide range of microcontroller

models that share the same instruction set.

3.5.1 Visual Language Editor

A visual language editor is used to enter/edit visual language programs on a computer.

Editors for visual languages are generally based on placing discrete graphical objects

like lines, circles, arroìws, icons, etc. on a drawing area. The syntax of the grammar for

the visual language will operate on the properties of these objects. The editor should

also provide copying protocols to produce duplicate or near duplicate elements in order
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to lessen the time taken to reproduce similar program fragments. This is analogous to

the operation of cutting and pasting in textual editors. The editor will also aim at

minimizing the shift in user focus between keyboard and mouse. This is achieved by

using dropdown menu selection in configuring the properties of the individual objects.

The editor will also need to address the screen space issue, to maximize the display of

graphical symbols on the screen and provide tools that facilitate navigation of the

visual program.

3.5.2 Visual program execut¡on

Visual programming languages often support execution of the visual program in the

visual language environment to provide immediate feedback to the user. The ability to

test partial solutions is an important feature as it aids problem solving. Users should

be encouraged to test their code incrementally as it is a useful debugging strategy.

Hence, it is important for the low level VPL to provide means of quickly

programming the microcontroller to facilitate testing and debugging. This is

accomplished by providing a macro function in the visual language environment that

assembles the visual program to produce binary code, then downloads it into the

microcontroller, in successive steps.
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4 GoreGhart IDE

4.1 Overview

This chapter will introduce CoreChart, the integrated development environment that

has been developed to streamline the process of programming mid-range PIC

microcontrollers. This is accomplished by providing a low level visual language for

constructing assembly languages and automating the task of downloading the program

into the microcontroller. First, users construct programs visually by manipulating the

icons in the program work area. CoreChart will then translate the visual program into

its textual equivalent (in assembly language). The textual program is then assembled

using a conventional assembler and then downloaded to the microcontroller using

third party programmer software. The entire process of translating, assembling, and

downloading of the program is automated and is transparent to the user, allowing the

user to focus on writing the program. An official assembler released by Microchip and

a third party programmer software (IC-Prog) was used to reduce the development

time, and to provide more comprehensive support for different mid-range PIC

microcontroller models, and support for a wider range of hardware PIC programmers.

The development of CoreChart was an on going effort and is still in progress today. At

the start of the development cycle, it is desirable to produce a working program as

soon as possible so that it can be used and tested by users. The structure of the

program must be carefully planned such that it will allow for additional functions to

be implemented without much diffrculty. Two months were spent on background

research and planning of the program structure, followed by four months of coding. A

working program was produced at the end but not all planned features were

implemented. The working program was then beta tested by staff at elabtronics and a

limited number of elabtronics clients to discover bugs and to provide feedback on the

user interface of the program. During the beta testing period, the planned features

\ /ere successively implemented together with the additional features suggested from

feedback provided by the beta testers.
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4.2 lmplementation

CoreChart was written using Visual Basic 6, which was designed to be simple to use

and allows for rapid application development. Visual Basic supports object oriented

programming and contains a graphical user interface design tool. The GUI design tool

allows graphical Windows programs to be constructed by placing pre-built graphical

objects and widgets on screen, rather than writing numerous lines of code to describe

the appearance and location of interface elements. Visual Basic also supports creation

of event driven applications whereby code is executed in response to an event (i.e. user

clicking on a button). However, using Visual Basic also limits CoreChart to Windows

platforms and making code migration to other operating systems diffrcult.

There are three main types of source files in Visual Basic: Forms, Modules and

Classes 1271. Forms are classes that def,rne the windows/dialog object. They contain

user conf,rgurable properties and support event driven procedures that are executed in

response to events. Forms have a visual component attached. Users build the interface

of the program by placing buttons, labels, textboxes etc. onto a form, and then write

code for the individual events, i.e. when the form loads, or when a button is pressed.

Modules contain user defined data types, functions and procedures that are used in

Forms. Procedures in Modules are not associated to events and are only executed

when called in other procedures. Lastly, Classes in Visual Basic are used to define

objects. Objects can be viewed as a combination of custom data types and a set of

procedures to access/modify the data. Data stored within an object can only be

accessed via the set ofprocedures provided by the object.

The CoreChafi source code is well structured and is distributed in 17 Forms, 14

Modules and 4 Classes. The 17 Forms are definitions of the main window and the

numerous dialogs used in CoreChart. Forms have a graphical part where the user

interface is defined and a textual part where code is written in response to an event.

Forms are considered to be objects in Visual Basic and an instance of the form is

created during runtime. The 14 modules contain commonly used procedures and

functions. Modules provide a way to organize procedures with similar functions into

groups. This facilitates maintenance, debugging, or code reuse as modules can be

easily moved by importing the module into another project. The 4 Classes are used to

define two data objects in CoreChart: the Icon Cluster and Variable Cluster object.
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The former is used to store the visual program and the latter is used to store variables

used in the visual program. A resource file was used to store the bitmap graphics used

in the CoreChart user interface. Lastly, the code also employs extensive use of

Windows APIs to access native Windows functions that are otherwise unavailable in

Visual Basic.

CoreChart employs the use of shared libraries to implement support for different

microcontroller models. The shared library was also written in Visual Basic (as an

ActiveX DLL). It is essentially a compiled class module that provides public methods

and properties for applications to interface to. All microcontroller model specif,rc

information is stored in the shared library and can be accessed by CoreChart via the

interfaces provided by the shared library. A library for a new microcontroller is

generated by modifying a template library with microcontroller specific information,

and then recompiling the library.
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4.3.1 Program workspace

This workspace area (indicated bV O in Figure 4.1) is where the visual program is

displayed. It is also used by users to construct and edit the visual program. It occupies

the largest portion of the main window. Each of the icons displayed in the program

workspace is numbered. When an icon(s) is selected, it will be highlighted by drawing

a black box over the icon and shading the number box on the icon. This provides a

visual feedback to the user to indicate that the icon(s) is selected. The program

workspace only displays one subroutine at a time to reduce cluttering and allow the

user to be more focused on the current subroutine.

4.3.2 Navigation tools

The navigation tools (indicated bV @ in Figure 4.I) are used by the user to traverse

the program. The user can select to view and edit a different subroutine by selecting it

on the drop down list in the upper right corner of the main window. The horizontal

scroll bar located on the bottom of the main window is used to scroll through the

pages of the subroutine. The user can also jump to the first and last page of the

subroutine by clicking on the first page and last page buttons. Information on the

current range of icons displayed on screen and the total number of icons in the

subroutine are displayed in a status box on the bottom part of the main window.

4.3.3 Editing tools

This section provides users with the familiar editing functions that are normally found

in many other programs. The user is able to perform tasks like copy, cut, paste, delete

and undo operations on the icons by clicking on the respective buttons in the editing

tools section (indicated by @ in Figure 4.1).

4.3.4 lcon palette

There are 12 icons in the icon palette, they are: Assignment, Calculate, Set/Reset,

Decision, Decision with counter, Text Box, Goto, Label, Timing, call, Return, and

Selection icon. Users create programs by populating the program workspace area with
icons from the icon palette. The selection icon is used to select the icons on the

program workspace so that the icon properties can be changed, or editing functions

can be performed. The return icon is grayed out when the user is editing the main
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program.

4.3.5 lcon properties

This section displays the properties of the individual icons when the user selects the

icons on the screen. In most cases, the user is able to make changes to the icon

properties by just using the mouse. This minimizes the shift of focus of the user from

mouse to keyboard. There is also a comment f,reld for users to attach a comment onto

the icons.

4.3.6 Main menu bar

The main menu bar is located near the top of the main window (indicated Uy @ in
Figure 4.1) right beneath the title bar. The main menu bar consists of four menu items:

File, Edit, Options, and Help. Each item contains a drop down submenu. When the

user clicks on any of the menu bar items, the drop down menu will be displayed

giving the user more options to choose from. Items (mainly in the Edit submenu) that

are unavailable (prerequisite not satisfied) will be grayed out and will not be

executable. Figure 4.2 shows all of the items of the main menu bar (indicated in Bold)

and its drop down submenu items.

Main Menu bar

File

New

Open

Save

Save As

Print

Print Setup

Exit

Edir
Undo

Cut

copy

Paste

Delete

Save Clipboard

Load Clipboard

Subroutines

Variables

Constants

Labels

Options

Send To Pic

Assemble Program

View ASM File

Import Subroutine

Export Subroutine

Show Full IC-Prog

Chip Conf,rguration

Hardware Settings

Program
Preferences

Select Chip Model

Help
Contents

Chip Family
Data

Chip Technical
Data

About

Figure 4.2: Main menu bar with all its dropdown submenus
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4.3.6.1 File main menu bar item

This menu bar item consists of six submenu items. The first four items are used to

create a new program, load an existing program and to save the currently open

program. The Print item allows printing out of the visual program in a pseudo code

format along with additional program information (refer to Appendix C for a sample

printout). The print setup item is used to set up the printing options where user can

select the printer, conf,rgure printer properties, and choose paper type and orientation.

The Exit submenu item is used to terminate the application. The user will receive a

prompt confirming the termination if the current program has not been saved. This is a

means of avoiding accidental loss of data through careless decision.

4.3.6.2 Edit main menu bar item

There are eleven submenu items in the edit menu. The first five items are normal

editing functions found in other editors (Cut, Copy, paste, etc...). Save/Load

Clipboard is used for copying icons across different instances of CoreChart. A user

can have multiple instances of CoreChart running, each instance editing a different

program. To copy icons across different instances of CoreChart, the user will first use

the normal copy function, and then use the Save Clipboard function to make it
available for other instances of CoreChart. After that, the user is able to use the Load

Clipboard function on another instance of CoreChart to load the copied icons into that

instance of CoreChart.

The last four items in the submenu is used to bring up relevant dialogs that allows the

user to edit and maintain the mentioned items. The individual items and its functions

will be described in more detail in the dialog windows section.

4.3.6.3 Options main menu bar item

There are ten submenu items in the Options menu. (1) The Send To Pic submenu item

is used to download the program onto the microcontroller. It will first check if the

program is saved and assembled. If not, it will prompt the user to save the program

and assemble it before download to the microcontroller; (2) The Assemble program

submenu item is used to only assemble the program. This is used to check for
potential errors and to generate the binary file (with a .HEX extension); (3) The View
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ASM File submenu item allows users to view the assembly file generated from the

visual program. This way, users can familiarise themselves with assembly language

by cross referencing with the visual program; (a) The Import/Export Subroutine

submenu item allows users to save a subroutine as a module and later import it into

another program. This will be discussed in more detail in the dialog windows section;

(5) The Show Full IC-Prog submenu item enables/disables running the third party

programmer (IC-Prog) in full mode during the programming operation. This option

provides users with additional control when programming microcontrollers. The

remaining four submenu items will invoke its respective dialogs which will be

described in more detail in the dialog windows section.

4.3.6.4 Help main menu bar item

This main menu bar contains submenu items that provide information to assist users

in learning how to use CoreChart, and technical information on PIC microcontrollers.

The first submenu item (Contents) brings up a CoreChart help fîle where information

on various functions of CoreChart can be obtained. The second submenu item (Chip

Family Data) opens a PDF file that provides information on the mid-range PIC

microcontroller family. The third submenu item opens a technical datasheet file

specific to the PIC microcontroller that is currently used in the program. The last

submenu item opens up an About dialog box, displaying general information about

CoreChart.
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4.4 Dialog Windows

This section describes the various dialogs present in CoreChart. All of the dialogs can

be accessed from the drop down menus or using short-cut keys.

4.4.1 SubroutinesDialog

The subroutines dialog allows user to maintain the subroutines in the program. A list

of subroutines currently in the program is displayed in subroutine list (indicated by

O i" Figure 4.3). Anew subroutine is added by first typing the subroutine name into

the textbox (indicated bV @ in Figure 4.3), then clicking on the 'Add Subroutine'

button. Selecting a subroutine in the subroutine list will cause the status bar (indicated

bV O in Figure 4.3) to display additional information related to the subroutine.

Selecting a subroutine also enables a host of functions that can be applied to the

subroutine. These functions include rename, delete, edit, and move up / down.

Right-clicking on the selected subroutine further brings up three additional functions:

Set/Clear ORG Directive and Subroutine Information. The Set/Clear ORG Directive

allows the user to speci$r the program memory location of subroutine which was

normally assigned automatically. The move up/down function and Set/Clear ORG

Directive is for advanced programming where it is necess ary to control the physical

position of the subroutine in the microcontroller program memory.

TEFHUPT oD

5et ORG Directive

Clear ORG Direclive

5ubroutine InForm¡tion

Subroutine SfIUND has 0 Feference[sJ to it.

Add Subroutine

Flen¡me Sub

Delete Sub

Edit Subroutine

Move Up

l,,lr-¡r¡e D,:,¡,,n

Figure 4.3: Subroutines Dialog

Close
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4.4.2 Variables Dialog

The variables dialog allows the user to maintain the list of variables used in the

program. Currently only a byte variable type is used in CoreChart. Other variable

types such as character, string, float, and integer are not supported. This is because the

instruction set which the visual language is based on only processes 8-bit data, which

is also reflected in the visual language itself. String, float and integer are multiple byte

data types which were not supported. Technically, character types can be supported

since it only occupies a single byte, but that was not currently implemented in

CoreChart.

The variables dialog uses a similar layout to the subroutines dialog and thus follow

similar conventions in creating and maintaining variables. Variables must first be

declared before they can be used in the visual program. Corechart only supports

creation of variables in the first bank. This limits the maximum number of user

variables to 96 or the total number of general purpose registers the microcontroller has,

whichever is lower. The general purpose registers in other banks which are not

supported by CoreChart can still be utilized by using the register indirect addressing

method. The user variable list (indicated by O i" Figure 4.4) shows the list of
variables created by the user. The list also displays the memory location of the

variables. The user has no direct control over the placement of variables in data

memory. However, the variables can be shifted up and down using the Move

Up/Down buttons.

o Add Variable

FìenameVar 
I

Delete V¿riable

, Del UnusedVar

Move Up

l,4orre DoL,,,r 
I

Close

Z has 0 Feference[s)

lAl
a1

JJ

34

f

z

Figure 4.4: Yaiables Dialog
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4.4.3 Gonstants Dialog

The constants dialog allows the user to declare constants that are used in the program.

The constants list shows all of the constants declared by the user for the program. The

user adds a constant by entering the information into the respective textboxes on the

right, and then pressing the 'Add'button. To modiÛz an existing constant, select the

constant to be modified, the values on the textboxes will change to the values of the

selected constant. Change the values, then press 'Apply Chgs'to save the changes.

Constant Name:

First Sequence SEQ2

Comment:

Second Sequence

Add Atpl!, l-:hgs

F eríc,t¡e Close

Figure 4.5: Constants Dialog

4.4.4 Labels Dialog

The labels dialog displays all valid labels in the program, these includes start label

and subroutine names. The relative position of the labels in the subroutine are also

shown. The user is able to rename or delete the label using the buttons on the dialog.

SEQl 21

STAHT
...here
INTEFFUPT
DELAY
...loop

F enarne

SubName
Label
SubName
SubN¡me
Label

1

E

1

1

2

D elete

Name Value

Name Type Position

Figure 4.6: Labels Dialog
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4.4.5 lmport Subroutine Dialog

This dialog allows the user to import a subroutine previously exported from

CoreChart using the Export Subroutine Dialog. The user can import a subroutine that

is located on another folder by using the folder list window (indicated Uy O m

Figure 4.7). The exported subroutine modules available in the folder are displayed in

the middle window (indicated bV @ in Figure 4.7). More information regarding the

subroutine will be displayed on the right textbox (indicated by O in Figure 4.7) once

a subroutine is selected.

To import a subroutine, the user will need to select the subroutine to be imported by

placing a tick beside the subroutine, then click on 'Import Selected' button. A status

screen will be displayed showing the result of the import process. The user can have

more control over the import process by checking the 'Manual Control of Name

Change' checkbox. This causes a message box to be displayed asking for confîrmation

to auto-rename every time a duplicate label or variable is found.

t=it d: [T\,fEDDLEDEE] CMD

Arithmetic Modules

fl tzc-Z+l-C256 tnrerface t¿

[.] Keypad lnterface Modulr

Lf l-CD lnterface Modules

fl nu¡¡ Modute

t] nszfZ lnterface Module'

Return to Default Folder

Figure 4.7 : Import Subroutine Dialog

Subroutine: DELAY ,l'
f,hip Type: P16F628 (9
Number of User Variables: 2
Number of Special Func Fleg: 0

Description:
ariable Short Delay
et w=l to 255 before

"cell DELAY" to set time
255 is about I /4 second

Names:
Y,X

l'- Manual Control of Name Change

lmport Selected Close

d:\
foreChart

tr
E MUL]Ë'(8

n s0uND
[] TIMEISUP

! UPDSENS0HS

:l

l',lodules
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4.4.6 Export Subroutine Dialog

This dialog allows the user to export a subroutine from the current program. The

subroutine is exported as a file with a .BSM extension. The main program can also be

exported as a subroutine. A subroutine that contains nested subroutines is also

exportable. V/hen a subroutine is selected in the subroutine list (indicated by O in

Figure 4.8), additional information will be displayed in the status bar, listing the

number of user variables used and the total number of subroutines it contains. The

user can enter additional information in the textbox (indicated by @ in Figure 4.8).

This information is displayed to the user when the user selects the subroutine in the

import subroutine dialog.

nter D
Main Program

escription of the

@

Subroutine:

Export Close

lSelected: DELAY - Contains 2 User V¡riables. 'l Subroutine[s]

Figure 4.8: Export Subroutine Dialog
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4.4.7 Ghip Configuration Dialog

The chip configuration dialog allows the user to configure common microcontroller

settings. These settings include data direction of the I/O ports (confîgured by clicking

on the direction arrows), oscillator type, data protection bits, etc. Some of the

configuration settings are model specif,rc, hence the chip configuration dialog is

designed as an external shared library which can be changed for different

microcontroller models.

Pin Diagrams

RAZ/ANZ/VREF _*
RASIAN3/C)tu1P1 <_

RA4/TOCKt/CM P2 +
RAs/I!'ICLR-RJTHV------'-*
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RB(]/INT --

RB1/RX/DT 

-RBZ/TX/CK .-
RB3/CCP1 .-

*-
<-

<-
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{-

->__-tÞ

->+

RA1/AN 1

RAO/ANO
RA71O SC 1 /C LKI N

RA6/OSC2/CLKOUT
Von
RB7/T1OSI
RB6/T1OSO/T1CKI
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R84/ PG f\4

l-:rrnligurttilrr F¡lÈ,J'l r,t,Zl

1B
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o
I
O).Tt
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l\)
X

a'1

2
3
4
5

6

7
B
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CONFIG
Ftl ::, l-ì!,'r Fl-l 5 l::tl

rED r-Hs
rXT l^LP

G lntFC l/0
f lntBD CLK0UT

r EF t/rl

C EH CLKOUT

l- ps¡

F rosE

[- rocs

l- l¡¡r¡on
F nePu

Cancel

l_: LVP

F CPD

17 cpo

|7 cPl

Figure 4.9: Chip Confîguration Dialog
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4.4.9 Program Preference Dialog

The program preferences dialog allows users to adjust some of the program settings to

suit personal preferences. The dialog contains three pages, lJser Interface, Display

Size, and File Associations. They are accessed via the tabs near the top of the dialog.

The User Interface page contains settings that slightly alter the user interface of the

program. Some users may find some particular settings useful while others may find it

less appealing. The second tab allows the user to change the display size of CoreChart.

A larger display size allows users to see more icons on the screen but requires a higher

resolution screen. The last tab allows users to set the associations of CoreChart save

files and change the icons for the save files.

I Oispt"y Size I FileAssociations I

lE Go ¡nto Edit Mode after lcon insert

17 Automatically Appþ lcon Changes

¡7 Go into icon.edit mode when you click' on ön icon durinq icon insert mode

l7 Fìemember previous icon settings

ll Lenient reshiclions on Assignment lcon

çr Display\,farning when accesssing
'' regislers not in bank 0

l- Automaticelþ Select Memory Bank

[- Disable lcon rules reshiction

l'-- Clear Flecent File List

TK Cancel

Figure 4.11: Program Preferences Dialog
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4.4.10 Chip Model Selection Dialog

The chip model selection dialog allows the user to switch between different

microcontroller models that share the same instruction set. CoreChart was written

with the intention of supporting multiple microcontroller models from the same

family (i.e. same instruction set, different peripherals and memory size). Hence all

information and data that is microcontroller specific is placed into a separate library

file where it can be swapped to support a different microcontroller model. The dialog

shown in Figure 4.I2 facilitates the process by listing available library files. The user

is able to change to another microcontroller model by selecting it from the list.

Pt 2C67'l
Pl 2C672
P] 2CE673
P] 2CE674
P] 2F629
P] 2F675
P]6C433
Pt 6C61

P]6C62rl
P] EC62OA
P16C62'l

Selected:
P]6F628

Note: Setting will
take effect when
0K button is
pressed

OK

Cancel

Figure 4.12: Chip Model Selection Dialog
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4.4.11ASM Viewer and Assembly Status Dialog

The ASM Viewer dialog provides a convenient way for users to view the assembly

equivalent of the visual program. As CoreChart only generates the assembly program

during the save file process, visual programs must be saved before their assembly

equivalent can be displayed in the ASM Viewer.

The Assembly Status dialog only shows up when there are errors during assembly. It
displays the error messages on screen and is able to highlight the error-causing line

when the user clicks on the error in the list. This allows the user to quickly locate the

source of the error and rectif,i the problem. Assembly errors are uncommon in

CoreChart but not unavoidable. Most effors originated from TextBoxes as it allows

the user to insert any word directly into the assembly code. Figure 4.13 is an example

of an error generated by improper placement of words in a TextBox.

- ltrlël
Dlose UntitledS.ASM

ISD 1
Ì'fovtu E'00t00000'
HOVÏ,IF TRISE
ECF STÀTUS, RFI]

' :*:*,*:*:*,*:*:*****x*9f,¿rt Of Hain FTOg1-AJII:*:*+:*:*ì*,F:r

ST S of lfain
goto +

+,* :*:*,*:*:*+,****x*$qþ3 gq f,

END

- l¡l xl

Close

17'

44 >

45>
46 >

47>
48>
49>
50>
51>

trâ r

54 >
trtr r

56 >
tr? r

Line N

Figure 4. 13: ASM Viewer and Assembly Status Dialog
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4.5 CoreGhart lcons
This section explains the individual functions of the flowchart icons used in

CoreChart. There is a total of thirteen different flowchart icons used in CoreChart, of
which eleven can be manipulated by the user. The icons are Start Main, End Main,

Assignment, Calculate, Set/Reset, Decision, Decision with Counter, Text Box, Goto,

Label, Timing, Call, and Return icon. With the exception of Start and Encl icons, all

icons have configurable properties that can be changed using the icon properties sub

window. 'When the program is saved, a textual equivalent of the visual program is

generated by translating each CoreChart icon to its assembly instruction equivalent

based on its icon properties. Table 4.13 lists all confîgurable CoreChart Icons and

their assembly equivalents.

Table 4.14: CoreChart Icons

CoreChart Icon Function Description Example operation Assembly Instruction

Assignment

X=Y

Used to assign values to a
variable. Source can be a
numerical value or another
variable.

<Var>:0
w:0
W = <Variable>
<Variable>: W
W: <LiÞ

CLRF
CLRW

MOVF
MOVWF

MOVLW

Calculate

A+g=ç

Used to perform arithmetic
or logical operations on
variables.

W: <Var> * W
W: <Var> - W
rW: <LiÞ + W
W: <Lit> - W
<Var>: <Var> * I
<Var>: <Var> - I
W: <Var> OR W
W: <Lit> OR W
W: <Var> XOR W
W: <Lit> XOR W
W : <Var> AND W
W: <Lit>AND W
Complement <Var>
Bit Rotate <Var>
Bit Swap <Var>

ADDWF

SUBWF

ADDLW
SUBLVü

INCF
DECF
]ORWF
]ORLW
XORWF

XORLW

ANDWF

ANDLW
COMF
RRF, RLF
SWAPF

Set/Reset

XBiIO
on /off

Used to perform bitwise
operations on variables

Set particular bit of
variable ON/OFF

BSF, BCF
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Table 4.14: CoreChart Icons, continued from previous page

Decision Used to evaluate a condition
and perform branch if true.

Skip the next icon if
particular bit of
<Var> is ON/OFF

BTFSS, BTFSC

Decision with
Counter

A combination of calculation
and decision icon. Mainly
used in a control loop.

Increase or decrease
<Var> by l, Skip
next icon if <Var>
equals 0

INCFSZ, DECEZ

Goto

GOTT

Performs an unconditional
branch, destination specified
by label.

Goto Labell GOTO

Text Box

ïErr

A compatibility icon, any
text entered in the text box
will be transferred to the
assembly format unaltered,
can be used to put comments
or assemble directives.

N/A N/A

Timing

Timer

Contains microcontroller
specific instructions

No operation
Standby Mode
Clear WDT

NOP

SLEEP
CLRWDT

Retum Used to return control to the
calling program.

Return
Return from Intemrpt
Return with literal

RETURN
RETFIE
RETLW

Call

GALL

Used to call a subroutine Call Call

LABEL

Label A destination anchor for goto
rcons.

<Label> <Label->
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4.6 Example Program in GoreGhart

Figure 4.14 shows an example program constructed in CoreChart and its equivalent

flowchart diagram. It is a simple program that counts down from ten until it reaches

zero, then stops. The program is constructed by successively placing the icons on the

work area and setting the individual icon properties. Figure 4.15 shows the assembly

code generated by CoreChart for the visual program in ftgure 4.I4.

Y

Figure 4.15: compaison of a corechart Program vs. a flowchart diagram

START
movlw
movwf

Loopl
decfs z
goto
goto

10
A

A'F
Loopl
$

,'Start. of Main Program

;Assign:A : 10
; Label-
,'Count: A : A - 1, Skip if 0

;GoTo: Loopl
;End of Main Program

A=A-1

A=ll?

END
MAIN

'I

MAIN

A= l0

loopl

START

A: 10

A:A- 1

A: 0?

END

Figure 4. I 6: Assembly program equivalent of the corechart program
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4.7 Limitations of CoreGhart
The visual language structure of CoreChart is limited by the syntax of the Assembly

Language it was based on. One apparent example was the usage of decision icons. In

conventional flowchart diagrams (Figure 4.I5) a decision icon usually redirects the

flow of the program based on an outcome of a calculation. In CoreChart, the decision

icon either executes or skips the next icon baseil on an ontcome of a calculation.

Usually, this icon is combined with a Goto icon to achieve the desired effect.

Although it is possible to combine the two icons to form one compound icon that

actually translates into two instructions, doing so would limit the flexibility of the

programming language as it is also possible to have any other icons in place of the

Goto icon.

However, this limitation was mainly constrained by the

assembly language it was based on. Figure 4.17 shows a

visual program in a modified variant of CoreChart. The

visual language was based on PICISF Family of
Microcontrollers which uses a 16-bit instruction word. The

PIC18F family uses an expanded instruction set with a

total of 75 instructions. It contains conditional branch

instructions which can be utilised by the visual language to

produce a decision icon with a conditional branch, which

bears more resemblance to conventional flowchart symbol.

ST
MAIN

â= l0

Loopi

A= A-l

IF
Zero

Goto Loopl

END
MAIN

Figure 4.17: CoreChart Program based on pIC18F Family
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5 Assessment of the effectiveness of VPL

An assessment of the effectiveness of the low level Visual Programming Language is

crucial in determining if it has accomplished what it was designed for: to simplify the

process of programming microcontrollers and provide novice users with a tool that

can assist them to leam microcontroller programming.

5.1 Method

The assessment was conducted via a task driven practical session with a short survey

at the end of the session to obtain feedback from the subjects. The aim of the practical

session was to test the usability of CoreChart and its effectiveness in allowing novice

users to program microcontrollers. The practical consists of three microcontroller

programming tasks. The three tasks are inter-related and need to be completed

sequentially. The microcontroller hardware used is a low cost microcontroller

development board from elabtronics called elab628. The development board uses a

I6F628 mid-range PIC microcontroller. The development board contains eight light

emitting diodes (LED), a buzzer and a press switch, which are connected to the

microcontroller's 8bit input/output ports (PORTA & PORTB). The LED and buzzers

provide a means of feedback to the user and the press switch is used as an input

device to the microcontroller. The board contains a built in JDM programmer circuit

to facilitate in-circuit programming of the PIC microcontroller using the PC serial

port.

The first survey task aims to familiarize the subjects with programming

microcontrollers by providing an example program which turns the first LED

continuously on and off on the development board at a rate that is noticeable to the

human eye. The subjects are guided through the process of opening the example

program, compiling the program then downloading it into the microcontroller via the

JDM interface on the development board. The subjects are also given an explanation

of how the example program works.
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The second task requires the subjects to alter the sample program to sequentially flash

all eight LEDs on the development board. The aim of this task is to let the subjects

familiarize with the VPL and also to introduce additional commands and functions of
the VPL. The subjects are briefed on how this is done and are guided by a

demonstrator until the task is complete.

The last task is to further modify the program so that the LEDs are flashed

sequentially in the opposite direction when a button on the development board is

pressed, This task is to demonstrate how microcontrollers obtain extemal input and

produce a response to it. Detailed instructions were provided in writing so that the

subjects were able to follow through the survey on their own. The subjects are also

free to ask any questions. The time taken for the subjects to complete all three tasks is

recorded and is used as a gauge for the effectiveness of the VpL.

Eighteen subjects were recruited to participate in this evaluation survey on the

effectiveness of the VPL. Ten were high school students from Urbrae High School,

aged between 14 and 17. Eight were undergraduate students from Adelaide University,

aged between 20 and 23. Of the ten high school students, five students have prior

knowledge of programming ("Experts") and ate interested in the field of
programming and electronics, while the other five have never written a program

before and are completely new with computer programming ("Novices,,). The

remaining eight volunteers were undergraduate students from Adelaide University. All
the university students have prior knowledge in textual programming languages and

have at least taken a basic course in programming. Three out of the eight university

students considered themselves proficient in programming and had some knowledge

in assembly language programming ("Experts"). The remaining five students had

rudimentary programming knowledge and were unfamiliar with assembly language

programming ("Novices").

All the subjects were given the tasks based on CoreChart and, a maximum time of
ninety minutes to complete all three tasks. The survey was carried out in groups of
three to five. All subjects in a group were given the same survey and were assisted by

a demonstrator. The results have been divided into two main groups, high school

students and university students. They were then further divided into two groups
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based on their prior knowledge in programming languages. The entire survey was

conducted over a period of two months, which included the time taken to produce the

survey questions. The long period of the survey was mainly due to limited time

arrangements with the participating high school and slow turn up of university survey

subjects.

5.2 Results

The survey tested the effectiveness of the low level VPL in assisting novice users to

learn microcontroller programming and to provide experienced users with a flexible

programming tool that they would hnd easy to use and would reduce programming

time. The assessment was based on the total time taken for an individual subject to

complete all three tasks described in the previous section and the feedback from the

subjects.

The results were as expected, with "expert" subjects faring better than "novice"

subjects, and the university subjects doing better than high-school subjects. All
high-school "novice" subjects were unable to complete the practical within the

allocated time while the high-school "experts" took an average of 51 minutes. The

university subjects were able to complete the tasks as all of them have some

programming knowledge. On average, the "novice" subjects took 65 minutes while

the "expert" subjects took 38 minutes to complete the practical. The post practical

survey have revealed that "novice" subjects are less interested in programming and do

no put an effort to do the practical. On the other hand, "expert" subjects are faring

better presumably due to their proficiency in programming and interest in electronics.

University High School
Novice Expert Novice Expert

Time

(Mins)
66

65

73

64

58

45

28

42

90

90

90

90

90

40

48

55

60

53
Avg 65.2 38.333 90 51.2

Note: There is a maximum session time of 90 minutes.

Figure 5.1: Time taken to complete practical
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5.3 Discussion

The results have indicated that the VPL is better accepted by the "expert" users than

the "novices". This would seem to contradict with the purpose of the VPL as a means

of providing novice users access to microcontroller programming. However, one must

see that the notation of "novice" and "expert" is relative. A high-school student who

shows interest in programming can be judged as an "expert" when compared to

average high-school students, but in terms of accumulated knowledge in

programming, he can only be classed as a "novice". The post practical survey has

indicated that the high-school "experts" have generally found the VPL to be intuitive

and easy to use, but not entirely foolproof. A common comment was the method of

placing icons onto the work area (hence the process of building the program) was not

the common drag-n-drop method. This caused some minor confusion but was quickly

resolved when the user was accustomed to the method used in the VPL. Other

comments include having more professional looking icons and some debugging

functions.

However, the practical did not show strong evidence that the low level VPL would aid

non-programmers (high school students who have never learned programming) in

programming. Casual interviews with the "novice" subjects show that CoreChart did

in fact assist some of them to better understand the program code, but not all subjects

share this view Some remain uninterested and just waited for time to pass or until

someone tells them what to do. Generally, users who had no previous experience in

programming found it hard to follow the instructions and complete the three tasks.

They were also unfamiliar with flowcharts or flow diagrams used to aid code

comprehension. This negates the effect of having the flowchart metaphor since the

subjects were never familiar to it.

One common problem with the practical is that the subjects (especially the high

school students) were reluctant to read through long paragraphs of instructions in

order to do the survey. They resorted to asking questions even though the answers

could be found on the instruction sheet. One method of addressing this issue in future

would be to employ the use of a demonstration program that automatically guides

subjects through the practical, displaying instructions step by step and highlighting
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any potential problems. This would also improve the accuracy of the collected data as

data collection can be handled by the demonstration program. Another issue is the

level of involvement from the students. The students doing the survey were on a

voluntary basis and they had no incentive to perform well, and hence they may not

have taken the survey seriously. This becomes more apparent if the subject is not

interested in the field. This issue can also be addressed by providing some form of

reward for successful completion of the practical or by making the survey part of their

coursework for which they will be credited based on their performance.

Overall, the assessment on the usability of the VPL has shown positive results for

subjects that are interested. However, for the result to be credible, a more formal study

has to be conducted on a larger scale with more samples. The current one can be

viewed as a pilot study in which a more structured one can be devised.
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6 Gurrent Status and Future Work

A fully functional low level visual programming language has been developed using

Visual Basic and is currently extensively used by elabtronics. Branded CoreChart, it

has been used both internally by elabtronics and made available for sale as a product.

CoreChart has also been used by numerous educational institutions. Some use it as a

teaching aid in advanced electronics courses, others used by students in their school

projects. Over the months, valuable feedback from the staff at elabtronics and

customers have helped improve CoreChart. It is now a viable tool that can be used to

aid users in programming microcontrollers.

This concept was also implemented on the more advanced PIC microcontroller family,

the PICl8C series. The adaptation was without many complications as the more

advanced PICl8C series share a similar architecture with the mid-range series, with

the only major change in instruction word length (from I4-bit to 16-bit). This led to

the inclusion of 40 additional instructions which include conditional branch, table

read and multiplication instructions. All additional instructions can be implemented

into existing CoreChart icons with some modifications to the property settings of the

icon. This is a good indication that the low level visual programming concept can be

adapted to other microcontroller architectures.

One of the most common comments from users concerns compatibility with'Windows

XP. Users have problems downloading the compiled code onto microcontrollers due

to improper set up of the third party programmer software. The third parfy

programmer software requires direct hardware access to the computer's I/O port in

order to program the microcontroller. However, direct hardware access is disabled by

default in windows XP and must be enabled manually. The programmer also supports

programming the microcontroller using the 'Windows XP software application

programming interface, but it has been less stable than the direct hardware access

method. Currently, the workaround for this issue involves using an installation script

to enable direct hardware access in Windows XP systems and configuring the third

party programmer to use direct hardware access. In the long term, the programmer

function should be integrated into CoreChart.
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Other useful improvements to CoreChart would be:

o An addition of debugging functions like a simulator whereby the visual program

can be executed immediately within CoreChart to provide users with immediate

feedback. Another useful debugging function would be the ability to comment

out blocks of icons so that it can be excluded from execution.

o Ability to provide a hierarchal view of the visual program. This gives the user an

overall perspective on the visual program.

o Allow users to create customized icons for subroutines so that the subroutine

icon can relate more to its function.

o The ability to create macros and better utilization of assembler directives.

Implementation on other microcontroller models with radically different

architecture, possibly microcontrollers from other manufacturers like Atmel and

Motorolla.

o support for more types of programmer software. Currently CoreChart only

supports IC-Prog which uses serial interface. Support for a USB programmer

would be beneficial as all new computers come with USB port.

o
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7 Gonclusion

This thesis presented an alternative method of programming microcontrollers, using a

low level visual programming language. By combining the use of the familiar flow

chart metaphor and f,rne grained language, CoreChart is able to provide users with a

simple to use yet flexible visual language environment to construct visual programs.

The results of the survey have indicated that CoreChart may be unsuitable for non

programmers as it is still moderately complex. After all, not all people are naturally

adept at programming in low level languages. Hence, CoreChart is likely to be more

accepted by people with moderate programming skills who are looking to expand

their programming knowledge into the f,reld of microcontroller programming.

In order for CoreChart b be usable by non-programmers, the visual programming

language must bear more resemblance to flowchart diagrams. This however will
require a coarse grained language which will be less flexible. It is quite difficult to

design a visual language that can both appeal to non-programmers and more

experienced programmers. However, it is possible to develop a separate, less complex

version of the low level visual programming language that specifically addresses the

issues faced by non-programmers. This way, novice users can begin using the 'lesser,

version to accustom themselves with programming, then move on to the more

complex version when their programming skills have improved.

Until now, textual languages have been the preferred method to write programs for
microcontrollers. The low level VPL is not aimed at completely replacing

conventional textual programming, but rather as a complementary tool to aid novice

users to learn microcontroller programming. Due to the use of fine grained language,

there is an upper limit on the complexity and size of the program written in CoreChart.

The program will become increasingly hard to manage and debug as it gets larger and

more complex. This holds true for any low level languages, textual or visual.

Generally, there has been a slow uptake of visual languages in the industry because

the majority of experienced programmers are less willing to learn a completely new
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language. On top of this, visual languages are usually tied to a specific platform, or a

single programming language vendor. This limits the uptake and coverage of the

language. For a programmer, experienced or not, to learn a new language, that

language must present a large number of benefits to the programmer above the

languages that that programmer currently uses. However, programmers are more

likely to accept visual languages for problems requiring specialized languages

because visual languages are usually easier and quicker to learn than many specialized

textual languages. The same can be applied to assembly languages. Different

microcontrollers have their own instruction set which a programmer needs to learn

before writing a program.
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Appendix A: Source code of GoreGhart

The source code is available as portable document format on the CD. Located in the

'PDF Files'folder, named 'CoreChart Source Code.pdf'

The printout is organised by filcs, listcd below:

Forms: Form files in Visual Basic contain both the graphical and textual elements. A

program dialog is created by placing elements like buttons or textboxes into a form,

them writing event codes for the individual elements. Below is a list of forms in the

CoreChart source code.

EXPORTDLG. FRM Export Subroutines Dialog, used for exporting
subroutines, contains code for listing available
subroutines and generating subroutine modules.

FRMABOUT. FRM About Dialog, displays the about box, mainly
informative.

RMASM2BST. FRM ASM to CoreChart Dialog, contains code that reads an
assembly file and imports into CoreChart.

FRMASMVIEW. FRM ASM View Dialog, contains code that formats the
CoreChart generated assembly file and displays it on
the screen.

FRMCOMSTAT. FRM Assembly Status Dialog, parses the .err file generated
by MPLAB assembler and displays any erïor
messages.

FRMCONST. FRM Constants Dialog, allows user to add or delete program
constants.

FRMHDOPTIONS . FRM Hardware Settings Dialog, provides a dialog for user to
change programmer and port settings.

FRMSETDISSZ. FRM Preferences Dialog, allows user to change various UI
settings.

Splash Screen, a small dialog that is displayed when
the program starts up, displays information while the
program loads in the background.

FRMSPLASH. FRM
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FRMTXTBOX. FRM TextBox Dialog, provides a larger area for user to edit
textboxes.

IMPORTDLG. FRM Import Subroutine Dialog, lists available subroutine
modules for user to import.

LBLDIALOG. FRM Labels Dialog, allows user to viededit labels in the
current program.

MAINFORM. FRM Main Program Window, the main window. It is the first
window displayed after the splash screen.

PPROGDLG. FRM Print Progress Dialog, displays the progress of
printing.

SUBDIALOG. FRM Subroutines Dialog, displays a list of subroutines
available in the current program.

VARDIALOG. ERM Variables Dialog, displays a list of variables declared
by the user.

Modules: Module ltles are mainly used to group functions or procedures that are not

specif,rcally linked to any events and are called from different forms. Module files also

contain API declarations and also global type or variable declarations.

BANKING. BAS Contains procedures to generate code to
automatically switch banks for variables.

CL]PBOARDEXPORT. BAS Contains procedures to export clipboard
contents so that it can be copied across
different instances of CoreChart.

COMPAT TB I L ] TYMODULE . BAS Provides code to load older versions of Save
file.

DTSPLAYTCONS . BAS Contains code to format
properly displaying them
window work area.

the icons and
on the main

EASYREADWRITEREGISTRY.BAS Contains functions to read and write values
into and from windows registry.

Contains procedures for the editing functions.
i.e. Copy, Cut, Paste, Delete, Undo.

EDITFUNCMODULE. BAS
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F]LEASSOC. BAS Contains code to associate .bst files in
'Windows file system with CoreChart.

GENERALPROCEDURES . BAS Contains procedures and functions that is not
grouped.

ICONPROPMODULE . BAS Contains code to generate selection lists for
individual icon properties.

LABE LFORMATMODULE . BAS Contains code to format the labels displayed
in the icons

REGUNREGSVR. BAS Used to register/unregister shared libraries,
mainly used for loading configuration files.

SAVELOADMODULE . BAS Contains code for
program files.

saving and loading

TXTPR]NTMODULE. BAS Contains code for converting the visual
program into a pseudo text format and
printing it out.

Classes: Classes are definitions of objects and is used to define custom objects used

in Visual Basic programs.

IPROGRAM ]NTERFACE. CLS An abstract class that defines the structure for
storing the visual program.

]CONCLUSTER. CLS A class that implements the structure for
storing the visual program.

VARIABLE ]NTERFACE.CLS An abstract class that defines the structure for
storing variables.

VAR]ABLECLUSTER. CLS A class that implements the structure for
storing variables.
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Appendix B: Source code of Shared Library

The shared library was also written in Visual Basic (as an Active X DLL). A new

library is normally generated by using an existing library as a template and modifzing

it. It was then compiled into a binary DLL file and then renamed with a 'CFG' as

extcnsion.

The shared library provides the following extemal interfaces that can be accessed by

CoreChart during runtime.

External interfaces:

Properties:

Name

ICProgSet

Version

MaxUVar

GPRAddSt

ASMString

ASMHeader

INCFile

IOPrintout

IOBitStr

CFGBitStr

OPTBitStr

(Read Only)

(Read Only)

(Read Only)

(Read Only)

(Read Only)

(Read Only)

(Read Only)

(Read Only)

(Read Only)

(Read/Write)

(Read/V/rite)

(Read/Write)

Methods:

SetDefault( )

ShowCfgDialog( )

Note: A Copy of the source code is available on the CD in portable document format,

inside the folder: "PDF Files".
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Appendix G: Pseudo Gode printout

The following pages contain a pseudo code printout of the CoreChart program shown

below:

Note: A Copy of the printout is available on the CD in portable document format,

inside the folder: "PDF Files".

6

GûTo
loop

a
X=X-f

X= 0?

Y=Y-f

Y=0?

Retum

Fmm

1

SUB
DELAY

15

GoTo
hefr

IF

PORTA B¡t 1

OH

PORTB =
:È PORTB

PORTÂ Bit3

OFF

P0RTB =
<< PORTB

I

E

+

7

ò

1

ST
MAIN

2
lll= I

ChlCOll = tll

4
STATIJ$ = 0

5
3ET STATUS

Bit C OH

16

END
MAIN

STAruS BitC

ol¡

PORTA Bit3

OH

OELAY

6

here

IF

PORTA $¡t 
'



File: Pro
CoreChart

aram7.
Yz.z.zs

BSf Chip Type: PlCl6F628 Version: 1.0.21
Copyright@ 2002 eIABTRON/CS Nov 2003 04:47 PM Pg.1

Program lnformation
Main Program

(Sub) INTERRUPT
(Sub) DELAY

16
2

7

Icons
Icons
Icons

Total number of Icons: 25

User Variables
1)

33
Y
x

2 Refs
2 Refs

Total of 2 User Variables

Configuration String
Option String (7:0).
Port IO Settings:

Port A (7:0)...
Port B (7:0) .. .

l_ 11_ 1_ 1_10 0 010 0 0 0
10000000

11110111
00000000

(13 0)

Main

1 . START:
2. Assign: Yl = 7

3. Assign: CMCON = ltl

4. Assígn: STATUS = 0

5. Set: STATUS Bit C ON

6.Labe1: here
7. IF: PORTA Bit 5 ON Then
8. CaIc: PORTB = << PORTB

9. IF: PORTA Bit 1 ON Then
10. Calc: PORTB = >> PORTB

11. Set: PORTA Bit 3 OFF
a2. IF: STATUS Bit C ON Then
13. Set: PORTA Bit 3 ON
-J,4. Call: DELAY
15. GoTo: here
16 . END:



File: Prooraml
CorechañV2.2.23

BSI Chip Type: PlC16F628 Version: 1.0.21
2002 eLABTRON/CS Printed: 18 Nov 2003 04:47 PM

Subroutines

ÏNTERRUPT

1 . TNTflRRÜPT:
2 . Rtlturn : From Interrupt

DELAY

; I nt errupt Scrt'i t:e Roulín<:

1 .l-tïì.i.,AY:
2 . Label: loop
3. Count: X = X - 1, Skip if 0

4. GoTo: loop
5. Count: Y = Y - 1, Skip if 0

6. GoTo: loop
7 . Rcl:u:rjn: From Subroutine
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Appendix D: Survey tasks

This section contains material used in the practical session conducted to asses the

usability of the VPL.

Included Corechart program Taskl .bst

SUB
DELAY

X=X-1

ï=T-1

Rtrtum

MAIN

2

f]ELßY

PORTB Bit O

OFF

olf LE0 0

OELAY

0

PORTB BitO

oil

+

END
MAIN



Task 0 - Programming the elab628

Step 1: Connecting elobó28 to PC

Connect the supplied DB9 Serial Cable from the COM port connector on the elobó28
Programmer to an available COM port on your computer. In most cases the other end of
the cable should akeady be connected to a COM port on your computer, you just need to
connect the serial cable to the elab628 board.

a

o Make sure the elobó28 is in the Programming Mode (PROG) by switching the
program/run switch towards the PROG on the board. The switch needs to be in program
mode to be able to program the Microcontroller.

ì f,:)



Step 2: Programming the elab628

1. Make sure the CoreChort Program is installed and run CoreChort

2. On the left hand top menu select "File". Position the pointer onto Open and left click the
mouse. Locate "Task0.bst" in "C:\Survey Tasks" and double click on the file to open it.
This is a simple program that flashes the first LED "TS0" periodically.

New tôCtr rN
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Print
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Selæt

lcorr: 'l - 2 of 2 - -Lq¡t PqgE I

3. You will now see that the program "Task0.bst" is loaded in CoreChart. Basically, the
program just tums the LED connected on Port B Bit 0 on and off. It calls a Delay
subroutine in between the ONs and OFFs so that it doesn't switch the LED too fast until it
is unnoticeable by the human eye. Because the microcontroller is capable of executing 1

million instructions (or roughly the same number of icons) per second. Without the delay
subroutine to slow things down, the LED would turn on and off thousands of times a
second. This would be impossible to see.

4. Go to "Options" and click "Send To Pic". The Program will now transfer the Sample
program "Task0.bst" to your Hardware.

Note: Be sure that there is no tick beside the option "Show Full IC-Prog". If there ts a
tick, move your mouse to highlight the "Show Full IC-Prog" and click on it once to turn
off the tick.
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5. To test your elob 628 board. Switch the elobó28 boañ into Run Mode by sliding the
program/run switch towards the 'RUN' label on the board. Make sure power is
connected to the board or the board is plugged into the serial port. If the program is
running you will notice that the LED "TS0" will flash periodically.

If you have any problems, check the hardware and check the steps above carefully.
Otherwise you are ready to proceed on to the next task.

(,1

Lln[itlntltl,brl l. traI h¡rt



Taskl-LEDGhasers
Objective of this task is to modiSr the program in Task 0 such that the LEDs blink
sequentially, this will give the visual effect of the LED travelling or chasing.

@ +@ffi ---+ OOm-+ @OOO + OOm ...

The Pseudo code for this program:

Codes Clommelits

START:

Declare LED as Byte

LED: 1

Clear carry bit

LOOP1:

Port B: LED

Delay

Rotate LED 1 bit to the left

Goto LOOP1

; Start Label

; Declzrro a variable

; Sct initial value, f[þ,,,,,,, ]

; We nee<i to clear carry bit lrecause we are going to use the
rolate instruction 1o produce the LIIÐ chasing elïèct

; A Label f"ar Cìoto irlstn"iction

; This *ffbctive ly lights up thc LHDs according to the values of
vari¿rble 'LËl)'. fn the fìrst 1oop. LED 0 rvould light up.

; Wait a r¡4iilc such that the srvitching is noticeable

; This will mal<e '00000001' 4 -00000010'

; go baek to e.tecute instruction af ter label IOOPl

You will need to implement the above program in CoreChart by modifying the existing
program (TaskO.bst). We will be reusing the Delay subroutine that is available in the
program. In this exercise we need to know how to declare a variable, Add/Delete icons from
the program, assigning values to a variable, how to access the carry bit, and using the rotate
instruction. Read thru the instructions in the following pages to familiarise yourself with the
commands needed in the program. Then, begin modifying the program to make the LEDs
flash in sequential order. Below are a few simple steps to guide you:

Start by saving the program as a different name. Use File -+ Save As... (or press F8)
then type in a new name (i.e. Taskl.bst) and left-click on save.

Delete all the icons which are not needed. 'We only need one 'call delay' icon, and
one 'Set Odoff lcon. 

'We 
also need to declare the variable LED etc...

Start adding icons and modi$'ing its properties so that its function matches with the
pseudo code given above.

When you are done, save the program. Make sure the elab628 board is connected to
the PC via the serial cable, and ensure that the Program/Run switch is set on Program.
Then select 'Send to Pic' under the options menu (or press F9) to download the
program onto eIab628 board.

After the program has successfully downloaded, slide the Program/Run switch to run,
if the program is written correctly you should see the LEDs flashing sequentially.

o

o

a

a



Declaring Variables
To declare a variable in CoreChart, you will need to access the User Variable List Dialog.
The dialog can be accessed via the drop down menu Edit -+ Variables... or by pressing the
Ctrl+A shortcut key.

E@Þ@@@
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You will then see the User Variable List Dialog, shown in the above picture. To declare a

variable, type in the variable name in the textbox (1), then click the 'Add Variable'button
(2). To rename or delete a vaiable, select the variable on the list (3), then click on 'Rename
Yar' (4) to rename the variable or 'Delete Variable' (4) to delete the variable. To exit the
dialog, click on the 'Close' (5) button.

Note: You will only be able to use the variable after you declared it in the user variable list.

Add/Delete IGONs
To delete icons, simply select the icons you want to delete by clicking on it, then click on the
delete button to delete the icon ( Ã ) You will be asked for confirmation to delete the icon,
select OK to delete the icon. Multiple Icons can be selected and deleted by pressing (and
holding down) the shift key while selecting the rcons.

To add or insert an icon, first select the icon you want to add on
the icon toolbar by left clicking on the icon. You will notice that
the icon that is currently selected is pressed in. Next move the
cursor to a location which you want to insert the icon. When you
move the cursor to the space in between the 2 icons (as show in
the picture to the right), a box will appear selecting the
connecting affow between the 2 icons. Left-clicking the mouse
will insert the icon in between the 2 icons.

Modifying ICONs
To modiSr an icon, select the icon you want to modif,i by left clicking
on it. The icon properties will be displayed on the lower right corner of
the program (as shown in the picture on the right). Change the
properties of the icon by selecting the values from the drop down list or
by typing the values in. After when you are done, click on the 'Apply
Changes' button to save the changes to the icon and update the main
display screen.

Assignment
Letffii:l =

1¡-.-..-
Add New Vari¿b e

Com ¡pplv c¡a!qgL1

Delåy time = 0 25 sec



Assigning values to a variable

The Assignment icon ( ) is used to assign values to a variable.
Select the variable you want to assign values to in the first listbox (1),
then either type in the value you want to assign in the second listbox (2)
or select from a list of variables whose values you want to assign to the
first variable.

ProFstið¡--

Assignment

Add N m Voioble

Comments - ¡pdyc¡aç* 
i

lsets 

Delar tire - 0 25 sec

Special Function Registers (Garry Bit)
The special function registers are registers used by the Microcontroller for controlling the
desired operation of the device. Some examples of special function registers are:

PORTA:

PORTB:

STATUS

Set/Reset Icon ( ffi l. ,,
the variable on or off. In
S1'ATLIS register to Oþ'þr.

Provides access to the Input/Output port A

Provides access to the Input/Output port B

Contains the arithmetic status of the ALU, the RESET status and the bank
select bits for data memory (SRAM).

The carry trit (C) is locatecl in the S'fAl'US register and can be accessed directly. (Z,DC & C
are arithmetic status bits)

IRP RPl RPO TO PD z DC C

Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit2 Bit 1 Bit 0

Bit 0 (C) is the carry bit. A '1' means there is a carry out from the most significant bit of the
previous arithmetic operation.

To access the individual bits of the special function register, we use the i

sing this icon, we can set the individual bits of
this exercise, we will set the Carry bit in the

/ Reset
Set|lraruf----l
e't 1Ë*--l

LED

Rotating a Variable (bitwise)
We 'rotate' a variable by shifting the bits in the variable to the left or right. The bits are

actually rotated through the Carry bits (illustuated in figure below), this is why we need to
clear the bit prior to using this function. This function is implemented in the Calculate

Icon ( A+B:(
)

To use the rotate function in the calculate icon, first select the
variable you want to rotate bit-wise (1), then select nothing on
the next drop-down list (?). You will notice that there is a new
set of operators in drop down list (3). Select the operator '(('
which is the rotate left function. The variable in the box (4) will
automatically change to equal the variable in box (1).

Variablec

LED



Task 2 - User lnputs and Decision IGONs
In this task we will learn how to get obtain inputs from the user via the Input/Ouþut ports of
the elab628, and get to know about how CoreChart makes decisions. In this exercise we will
be modifying the program we have written in Taskl such that it will flash the LEDs in
reverse sequence when a button is pressed.

Shown below is the Pseudo code from the previous exercise, with modifications (Shown in
rcd) to accept inputs from PORTA Bit 5 (where the push button is connected) and make a
decision based on the input.

Codes Clornrnents

START:

Declare LED as Byte

LED: B'00000001'

Clear carry bit

LOOPl:
Port B: LED

Delay

ru PO{{T'/, Bit 5 is ON then

Rotate LED lbit to the left

Iþ: POIìTA Bit 5 is OF'F'tlien

Itotate LED lbit to the right

Goto LOOP1

; Start Label

; Declale a variable

; Sct initial value, Note tftis method is usecl to assign birrary
r.,âlues B'000{i0001' tc¡ tire variable LHI}

; We nee<l to clear earry bit because we äre going to use the
rotate instruction to procluce the LED chasing et"fecl

; ,lust a l..abei fbr Goto instrriction

: "l'his effectir.,cllr liglrts up the t,llDs accorciing to the
val:res of variable'LHI)'. in the fìrst loop, LÐD 0 r.voulct

light up.

; Wait a whilc such that the srvitching is rioticeable

; Will ereeute the next line if true, else skip ncxt line

; ï'his r.l,ill m¿rke '000û000 i' + '0000001 û' ¿rnd so f'orth

; Will cxccute the next line it true. else skip next line

; 'l'his rvill rnake '00000001 ' . ) '10000000' and so forth

; Loop Jbrcver'

Begin by reading thru the information provided below about how CoreChart makes decisions.
Then start modiffing the previous program to accept inputs from PORTA. Use the Pseudo
code above as a guideline. Note the only changes in the program from the previous task are

highlighted in red.

Save the program as 'Task2.bst' then download it onto elab628 board. If you have done it
correctly the chasing LEDs will change directions when you press and holci the button on the
elab628 board. It will revert back to the original direction when you are not pressing the
button.

How Gorechart makes decisions

There are 2 decision making icons in CoreChart, the Decision Icon ( @ ) and Count and
ffil

Decide Icon ( rV 
). The Decision Icon works by checking if a particular bit is ON or OFF.

If the expression is true, it will execute the next line. If it is not true, it will skip the next line.
The Count and Decide Icon works a bit different. There is a variable which will be increased
or decrease by 1 each time it is run and when the variable becomes zero, it will skip the next
line. We will only be using the Decision Icon in this exercise.
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Appendix E: CD Rom containing GoreGhart

Note:

The CD-Rom does not auto-run. To install CoreChart, execute 'CoreChart_setup.exe'

located in the root directory of the CD. This CD also contains the modified version of

CoreChart that produces PIC18F microcontroller assernbly cocle (folder 'CoreChart

PICl8C'). The program does not come with an install package and can be run directly

by double-clicking on the 'CoreChart.exe'. However, CoreChart should be installed

prior to running the program to ensure that all the required windows libraries are

installed.




